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Abstract
Satellite navigation systems are commonly used to precisely determine the trajectory of transportation equipment. The widespread deployment of GNSS is pushing the current receiver technology to its limits due to the
stringent demands for seamless, ubiquitous and secure/reliable positioning information. This fact is further
aggravated by the advent of new applications where the miniaturized size, low power consumption and limited
computational capabilities of user terminals pose serious risks to the implementation of even the most basic
GNSS signal processing tasks. This paper has presented the advantage of Cloud-based GNSS Navigation,
which facilitates the possibility of developing innovative applications where their particularities (e.g. massive
processing of data, cooperation among users, security-related applications, etc.) make them suitable for implementation using Cloud-based infrastructure.

Introduction
Cloud technologies are data processing technologies in which computer resources are provided to the
Internet user as an online service, for example, Xbox
Live, Windows Live, OnLive, Google Docs, Office
365, Skype, SkyDrive, Dropbox, Google Drive and
many others. The idea of cloud technologies was
first expressed by J. C. R. Licklider in 1970, when he
was responsible for the development of ARPANET.
The idea was that each person connected to
ARPANET could receive not only data, but also programs. Later, this idea was called Cloud Computing
(CC).
The problem of continuous position availability
is one of the most important issues connected with
human activity at sea. As the availability of satellite
navigational systems can be limited in some cases,
e.g. during military operations, additional methods
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of acquiring information about a ship’s position
must be considered.
Increasing the accuracy of positioning has
acquired a particular urgency in the process of
designing ships’ autopilots for autonomous navigation of marine transport systems.
Analysis of computing resources has shown
that the iterative GNSS process places significant
demands on the performance of the user’s workstation, and the widespread use of mobile computing
resources (smartphones, gadgets, etc.) has made the
solution of GNSS difficult to implement. One way to
radically solve this problem is to transfer the GNSS
software to the “cloud”.
Notation and definitions
GNSS – Global Navigation Satellite System
{Navstar GPS: www.navcen.uscg.gov, GLONASS:
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www.glonass-iac.ru, GALILEO:www.gsc-europa.
eu, BeiDou: en.beidou.gov.cn}.
ISP – Internet Service Provider.
Sati, i  1, N , N ≥ 4 – the navigation satellites as the
spacefaring component of GNSS.
Spoofing – an attack on a GNSS, in an attempt to
deceive the GNSS receiver by transmitting powerful false signals that mimic the signals from the true
GNSS, exceeding the power of these true signals.
Spoofer – complex computer and radio equipment
for the implementation of GNSS spoofing.
Rover – any mobile GNSS receiver that is used to
collect data in the field at an unspecified location.
Pseudo-range – distance to the satellite, resulting
in the correlation of the received code and on-board
code in the receiver without correction of clock synchronization errors.
(x, y, z) – the real coordinates of a vehicle (victim).
(xv, yv, zv) – the precise coordinates of the vehicle.
( xˆ v , yˆ v , zˆv ) – the calculated coordinates of the vehicle using the GNSS.
(xs, ys, zs) – the precise coordinates of the reception
antenna of the spoofer.
( xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆs ) – the calculated coordinates of the reception antenna of the spoofer.
(xi, yi, zi) – the coordinates of Sati.
Tiv – the propagation time from Sati to the vehicle in
a vacuum.
T̂iv – the propagation time from Sati to the vehicle in
the real atmosphere.
Div – the measurement result of the distance from
Sati to the vehicle (the vehicle’s pseudo-ranges).
Dsv – the distance from the spoofer to the victim.
Δtsv – the transit time from the spoofer to the victim.
Δρi – unknown error of the measurement result of
the distance from Sati to the vehicle.
Examples of CC services
Storage-as-a-Service represents Cloud-based
disk space as an additional logical drive or folder,
for example, Google Drive. The service is the base
for the remaining CC-Services.
Database-as-a-Service provides an opportunity
to work with cloud databases.
Information-as-a-Service makes it possible to
use dynamic information cloud resources such as
state and weather forecasts, etc.
Application-as-a-Service or Software-as-aService provides the ability to use software deployed
on cloud servers, with all software update and licensing issues regulated by the Application-as-a-Service
vendor, such as, for example, Google Docs.
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Security-as-a-Service provides secure use of
web technologies, electronic correspondence, and
local area networks.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service provides virtual
platforms connected to the network that the user can
configure for their own tasks.
The main advantages and disadvantages
of CC
Advantages:
• since all computer operations are performed on
servers on the network, the user can use hardware
and software tools that are not available to him on
his own workstation;
• the user does not have to worry about the performance of his own workstation, think about
free disk space, or worry about backups and
transferring information from one computer to
another;
• the user does not need to monitor the release of
software updates – he always has the latest version of the software.
Disadvantages:
• confidentiality – the user agrees to the security of
data on the side of the ISP;
• security – data security cannot be guaranteed;
• constant and stable Internet – access to cloud
services requires a permanent connection to the
Internet.
The security of CC
The control, monitoring and managing of the
Cloud is a security issue. Physical security is based
on controlling physical access to the servers and
network infrastructure. Network security consists of
the construction of a reliable threat model, including intrusion prevention and a firewall. The use of
a firewall implies the operation of a filter, in order
to distinguish networks on subnets with different
levels of trust. In CC the most important role of the
platform is performed by virtualization technology
based on data encryption, data transmission security, authentication, user isolation and other technologies. In particular, work is underway to create secure
data technology, in which the security mechanism is
integrated.
GNSS positioning
The distance from a vehicle (Figure 1) to satellites Sati, which was presented in the literature
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(Specht, 2007; Januszewski, 2010; Zalewski, 2014)
can be also written as:

Div 

xi  xv 2   yi  yv 2  zi  zv 2

 cTi v
(1)

i  1, N , N  4

Since the measurement of the distance from the
vehicle to the satellites is carried out by measuring
the propagation time Tˆi v  Ti v  Ti v of GNSS signals from Sati to the vehicle, then equation (1) can
be represented as (excluding time synchronization
errors):

xi  xv 2   yi  yv 2  zi  zv 2



 c Tˆi v  Ti v

		
i  1, N , N  4


(2)

As Δρi = cΔTiv, then equation (2) can be written in
the form:

xi  xv 2   yi  yv 2  zi  zv 2   i  cTˆiv
		
i  1, N , N  4

(3)

GNSS satellite (GPS/Glonass/Galileo/BeiDou)

GNSS
Receiver

Figure 1. GNSS positioning

The navigation processor in the vehicle solves
the system of the equations (3), calculates the position of the vehicle (xv, yv, zv) and the timing errors on
board, Δt, which are then used to correct the GNSS
navigation clock (this article has not considered the
timing errors, Δt).
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As Δρi is not an unknown value, instead of the
exact value (xv, yv, zv) this will produce approximate
results of the measurements ( xˆv , yˆ v , zˆv ) :
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Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xˆ v , yˆ v , zˆv 

(5)

Cloud-based GNSS positioning
Currently four GNSS, including the U.S. system
Navstar GPS, the Russian Glonass, the European
Galileo and the Chinese Beidou, in total provide
more than 40 visible GNSS satellites at a time, anywhere on Earth. This is expected to solve many of
the problems currently found when using GPS in
urban environments, where rarely more than two
satellites are visible at a time. The problem, though,
will be the huge amount of data that will need to
be processed by the user’s receiver (Lucas-Sabola et
al., 2016) in the face of the increasing influence of
interference (Jones, 2011) and abnormal propagation
effects (Seco-Granados et al., 2012).
All these processing tasks involve an unprecedented increase in the computational requirements
of GNSS receivers, which is unfeasible with the current state of the art devices. User applications are
gradually demanding low cost, small size and low
power consumption devices, which dramatically
hinder the implementation of complex processing
tasks for positioning.
Cloud technology provides the ability to access
data without installing special applications on
a device (Figure 2).
GNSS
satellites

GNSS
Receiver

Communication
satellite

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xv , yv , z v 
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(4)

Figure 2. Cloud-based GNSS positioning
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● Transformation of electromagnetic radiation into
navigation signals using an antenna.
● Transferring navigation signals to the intermediate
frequency.
● Discretization and quantization of the intermediate
frequency signal.
● Evaluation of informative parameters of GNSS signals.

Calculation of the
position, orientation,
speed and time of the
consumer.

● The selection of a digital message transmitted by radio
signals.

● Interaction with the consumer: the reception of commands and the issuance of coordinate-time provision.

Figure 3. The separation of data processing functions between the consumer and the “cloud”

With GNSS cloud computing, users can significantly reduce the cost of building hardware and
software solutions to ensure the continuity and
availability of GNSS – as these costs are absorbed
by the cloud service provider. The number of GNSS
satellites is constantly increasing, new information
channels appear, and processing algorithms are constantly being improved. This limits the ability of
consumers to respond in a flexible manner to market
requirements, while cloud technologies provide the
ability to upgrade the software in a timely manner
and increase the performance of virtual computing
resources.
GNSS technologies are constantly improving:
the number of satellites and the number of available
signals are increasing, new systems are being put
into operation, and existing ones are being expanded
and modernized.
GNSS signals are detected by consistent filtering
under conditions of unknown Doppler frequency
shifts. The signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
matched filter determines the potential accuracy of
the estimates of the parameters of the received signal.
Receiving and processing GNSS signals consists
of several stages. Figure 3 shows the separation of
the data processing functions between the consumer
and the “cloud”.
Note the main properties of Cloud-based GNSS
navigation (Raia, 2011):
• Cloud-based GNSS navigation is always up-todate – the user can be sure that all bug fixes and
updates will be immediately installed after they
have been generated.
• Access to settings anytime, anywhere – even if
the GNSS device is lost or fails, it is easy to load
settings onto a new device.
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• Security – Cloud-based GNSS navigation is protected by the service provider and trained personnel, so the user can be sure that the data will not
fall into the hands of competitors.
Cloud-based GNSS spoofing detection
Spoofers can be divided into two classes: one-antenna spoofers and multi-antenna spoofers. Only
one-antenna spoofers have been considered in this
paper, since the solution to the problem “Spoofing
detection” is in the stage of scientific research.
A spoofer transmits simulated signals of several
satellites in the manner that was used in the literature (Humphreys et al., 2008) in the development of
a portable GPS civilian spoofer. If the level of the
simulated signals exceeds the level of the signals
from the real satellites, the GNSS receiver captures
the false signal and calculates false coordinates.
Four different Cloud-based GNSS spoofing detection modes have been investigated in this paper:
A. A spoofer is motionless and broadcasts signals of
the visible part of the GNSS satellite constellation, thus a repeater of the GNSS signals is used
as the spoofer (Figure 4).
B. A spoofer is motionless and broadcasts signals of
the visible part of the GNSS satellite constellation with the introduction of signal delays from
each of the GNSS satellites, thus a repeater of
the GNSS signals with the programmed signal
delays from each of the GNSS satellites is used
as a spoofer (Figure 4).
C. A spoofer is motionless and broadcasts a signal’s
record of the visible part of the GNSS satellite
constellation (Figure 5), thus the GNSS recorder
is used as the spoofer (Figure 6).
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D. A spoofer is motionless and broadcasts simulated
GNSS signals, thus a simulator of the GNSS-signals is used as a spoofer (Figure 6).
GNSS
satellites

Communication
satellite

Spoofi

ng

GNSS Repeater + adjustable signal
delay line for each satellite

Figure 4. Spoofer broadcasts signals of the visible part of the
GNSS satellite constellation without the possibility of signals
delays programmed for each satellite (A) or with the possibility of signals delays programmed for each satellite (B)

The spoofer is motionless and broadcasts signals
of the visible part of the GNSS satellite constellation

In this mode the spoofer is motionless and broadcasts signals of the visible part of the GNSS satellite
constellation, thus a repeater of the GNSS signals
is used as the spoofer (Figures 4 and 5). A victim will
receive the same signal as the spoofer, as can also be
found in the literature (Ochin et al., 2013), but with
the possibility of programmed delays for the signals
for each satellite Δtsv (Figure 5). This means that all
the receivers in the spoofing zone will calculate the
same false coordinates, regardless of the distance
from the spoofer to the victim:












2
2
2
v 
x2  xv    y2  yv   z 2  zv   Ds  




x N  xv 2   y N  yv 2  z N  zv 2  Dsv 

x1  xv 2   y1  yv 2  z1  zv 2  Dsv

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

GNSS
satellites

     
 xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s 

(6)

where Dsv  ct sv .
Spoofing Detection

Figure 5. Spoofer records signals of the visible part of the
GNSS satellite constellation

GNSS
satellites
Communication
satellite

Spoofi

ng

For the detection of GNSS spoofing, various
methods have been suggested (Jafarnia-Jahromi et
al., 2012):
• Detection based on the determination of the direction of the radiation source of the spoofer, then
comparing the phases of the signal with several
antennas.
• Detection based on the definition of Doppler frequency shift.
• Using the military GNSS signal as a reference
(without needing to know the encryption key).
• Comparing the indications of the inertial navigation system and the data from the GNSS receiver.
Dual-antenna Spoofing Detector

Figure 6. Spoofer broadcasts signals of the visible part of
the GNSS satellite constellation (C) or broadcasts simulated
GNSS signals (D)

In this article, only the modes A and B have been
considered. Further information about the spoofing
models can be found in the literature (Dobryakova,
Lemieszewski & Ochin, 2016).
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Two antennas are installed on the Spoofing
Detector (SD) (Figure 7). The distance between the
antennas is denoted as D1–2, a similar solution was
also discussed in the literature (Psiaki et al., 2011;
Dobryakova, Lemieszewski & Ochin, 2014b), but
the latter used spoofing detection methods based on
a dual-receiver based on correlation with the military signals.
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Measurement of the spacing between antennas
in spoofing mode

GNSS
satellites
Communication
satellite

Spoofing

D1

A victim receives the same signal as the spoofer,
but with delay Δtsv. This means that all the receivers in the spoofing zone will calculate the same false
coordinates, regardless of the distance from the
spoofer to the victim:

D2
Y1

Y2
D1–2

Figure 7. Spoofer and dual-antenna spoofing detector (DS):
Y1 and Y2 – antennas of the DS; D1 and D2 – the distances
from the antenna of the spoofer to the antennas of the DS,
D1–2 – the distance between the antennas of the DS

Measuring the distance between antennas
in normal navigation mode

     
 xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s 



2
2
2 
x2  xv1    y2  yv1   z 2  zv1   




x N  xv1 2   y N  yv1 2  z N  zv1 2 

x1  xv1 2   y1  yv1 2  z1  zv1 2

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xˆ v1 , yˆ v1 , zˆv1 

(7)

where (xv1, yv1, zv1) – the unknown precise coordinates of the antenna Y1, ( xˆ v1 , yˆ v1 , zˆv1 ) – the calculated coordinates of the antenna Y1.










x1  xv 2    y1  yv 2   z1  zv 2  
x2  xv 2 2   y2  yv 2 2  z 2  zv 2 2  
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Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xˆv 2 , yˆ v 2 , zˆv 2 

(8)

xˆv1  xˆv 2 2   yˆv1  yˆv 2 2  zˆv1  zˆv 2 2 

		
 D1 2
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Dsv1

(9)

(10)

ct sv1

where
– the distance from the spoofer to

antenna Y1, xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s  – the calculated coordinates
of the spoofer using antenna Y1.
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x1  xv 2 2   y1  yv 2 2  z1  zv 2 2  Dsv 2

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

      xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆs 
		

(11)

where Dsv 2  ct sv 2 – the distance from the spoofer
to antenna Y2, xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s   – the calculated coordinates of the spoofer using antenna Y2.
In this case, the distance between the antennas Y1
and Y2 is defined as:
Dˆ1 2 

where (xv2, yv2, zv2) – the unknown precise coordinates of the antenna Y2, ( xˆ v 2 , yˆ v 2 , zˆv 2 ) – the calculated coordinates of the antenna Y2.
The measurement results differ by unknown values and, accordingly, the estimate Dˆ1 2 of the distance between the antennas will be comparable with
the magnitude of D1–2:

Dˆ1 2 



2
2
2
v1 
x2  xv1    y2  yv1   z 2  zv1   Ds  




x N  xv1 2   y N  yv1 2  z N  zv1 2  Dsv1 

x1  xv1 2   y1  yv1 2  z1  zv1 2  Dsv1

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

The spoofing detector measures the coordinates
of the antennas Y1 and Y2:



















xˆs  xˆs 2   yˆ s  yˆ s 2  zˆs  zˆs 2  0

		
The decisive rule 1

(12)

Comparing equations (9) and (12), the decisive
rule for detecting spoofing can be written as (further
information can be found in the literature (Dobryakova, Lemieszewski & Ochin, 2014a)):
if Dˆ 12 ≤ Ď then go to Spoofing

(13)

where Ď – discriminant, determined on the basis of
statistical studies at the design stage of a real detection system.
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The algorithm for detecting spoofing by estimating
the dispersion of the pseudorange difference of two
antennas
In the normal navigation mode, the pseudoranges of antennas Y1 and Y2 differ from each other by
some unknown, but significantly different values:

ˆi  ˆi  ˆi 

(14)

Therefore, the root-mean-square deviation
(RMSD) of the differences in the pseudoranges of
antennas Y1 and Y2 will be significantly different
from zero:

i 1 ˆi  ˆi 
N

 gnss 

2





2
1
N
ˆ
ˆ









i
i
i 1
N
 0
N 1
(15)



In spoofing mode, the pseudoranges of the antennas Y1 and Y2 differ from each other by a certain
constant value that is equal to D1 – D2. In this case
the RMSD differences of the pseudoranges of antennas Y1 and Y2 is practically zero, that is:

s  0

(16)

The decisive rule 2
Comparing equations (15) and (16), the decisive
rule of spoofing detection as can be written as:

i 1 ˆ i  ˆ i 
N

if

2





2
1
N
ˆ i  ˆ i 



i 1
N

N 1



 gnss   s

then go to Spoofing
2
		


(17)

If it can be assumed that σgnss >> σs, then the decisive spoofing detection rule can be written as:

i 1 ˆ i  ˆ i 
N

if

2



 gnss

then go to Spoofing
2
		




2
1
N
ˆ i  ˆ i 



i 1
N

N 1



(18)
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Discussion of the decisive rules
The spoofing detector can be designed based on
one of the decisive rules or based on any combination of decision rules. In any case, it is necessary to
calculate the probabilities of “False alarm (false positives)” and “Missing target (false negatives)” events
(Table 1).
Table 1. Mistakes in a decision of the first kind (False alarm)
and the second kind (Missing target)
The decisive rule or
combination of decision rules
Solving
of Spoofing
Detector

Valid mode
GNSS

SPOOFING

GNSS

The solution
is right

Missing
target

SPOOFING

False
alarm

The solution
is right

The questions of optimal design and the selection
of boundary conditions with the aim of minimizing
the probabilities of “false alarm” and “missing target” are beyond the scope of this article. One of the
widely used techniques is the application of Bayes’
theorem (or Bayesian formula).
Single-antenna spoofing detector

Supposing that the vehicle is moving in an arbitrary direction and a single-antenna Y is installed on
the spoofing detector (Figure 8). Then denoting the
position of the antenna at the time t' as Y', the position of the antenna at the time t" =t' + Δt as Y" and
the distance between the two antenna positions as
D1–2, then:
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x2  xv    y2  yv   z 2  zv   




2
2
2
x N  xv    y N  yv   z N  zv  

x1  xv 2   y1  yv 2  z1  zv 2

Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xˆv , yˆ v , zˆv 

(19)

where: (xv", yv", zv") – the unknown precise coordinates of antenna Y at the time t" =t' + Δt, xˆ v , yˆ v , zˆv 
– the calculated coordinates of antenna Y at time
t" =t' + Δt.
The distance between antenna Y at the time t and
the antenna Y at the time t" =t' + Δt will be comparable with the magnitude of D1–2:
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GNSS
satellites
Communication
satellite
Spoofing

Dˆ1 2 

D2

D1

calculated coordinates of the spoofer using antenna
Y at time t" =t' + Δt.
In this case, the distance between antenna Y1
at time t' and antenna Y2 at time t" =t' + Δt can be
defined as:

Y'

Y"

xˆs  xˆs 2   yˆ s  yˆ s 2  zˆs  zˆs 2  0

		

(23)

D1–2

Figure 8. Spoofer and single-antenna spoofing detector (DS):
Y’ and Y” – the two positions of single-antenna Y; D1 and D2
– the distances from the antenna of the spoofer to antenna
Y of the DS; D1–2 – the distance between the two positions of
single-antenna Y

Dˆ1 2 

xˆv  xˆv    yˆv  yˆv   zˆv  zˆv 
2

2

2


(20)

 D1 2

Measurement of the spacing between two positions
of the single-antenna in spoofing mode
A victim will receive the same signal as the spoofer, but with delay . This means that all the receivers
in the spoofing zone will calculate the same false
coordinates, regardless of the distance from the
spoofer to the victim:
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 xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s 

(21)

where Dsv  ctsv – the distance from the spoofer to
the antenna Y at time t', xˆ s , yˆ s  , zˆ s   – the calculated
coordinates of the spoofer using antenna Y at time t'.
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Iteration algorithm
for Sati , i 1, N

     
 xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s 
		




(22)

where Dsv  ct sv – the distance from the spoofer to
the antenna Y at time t" =t' + Δt, xˆ s , yˆ s , zˆ s  – the
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The decisive rule 1
Comparing equations (20) and (23), the decisive
rule for detecting spoofing can be written as:
if Dˆ 12 ≤ Ď then 〈Spoofing〉 else 〈GNSS〉

(24)

where Ď – discriminant, determined on the basis of
statistical studies at the design stage of a real detection system.
Summary and conclusions
This paper has introduced the use of Cloudbased GNSS Navigation to develop the novel concept of antispoofing. The main features of one of the
major antispoofing Cloud-based GNSS Navigation
have been presented, and the services have been
described. Next, the general architecture of an antispoofing Cloud-based GNSS Navigation was discussed where GNSS raw samples could be simultaneously processed with nearly unlimited computing
resources. This is of special interest for applications
with computationally demanding techniques, such
as indoor positioning and multi-constellation processing. It is also a very flexible scheme, since new
functionalities and compatibility with future signal
evolutions can easily be incorporated into the system
by updating the Cloud-based GNSS Navigation software, regardless of the user’s terminals.
The risk of losing the GNSS signal is growing
every day. The accessories necessary for the manufacture of systems for GNSS spoofing are now widely available and this type of attack cannot only be
instigated by the military, but also by terrorists. The
distortion of the signal includes signal capture and
playback at the same frequency with a slight time
shift and greater intensity, in order to deceive the
electronic equipment of the victim.
It is important to emphasize that GNSS is not only
used for navigation. In the framework of the current
threat model, GNSS interference is needed in order
to drown out the reference signal of synchronous
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time that is used in a distributed network of radio
electronic devices. That is, GNSS allows the time on
stand-alone passive devices to be synchronized with
high accuracy.
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